
CONGRUENCE
CALCULATOR

Resources for Courses

Overview
This resource is a main activity to introduce students to the idea of perceived self, ideal self 
and congruence.

Teacher instructions
Part A: Give the students a set of statements and ask them to select ten adjectives from the
card sort which they feel describe what they are like. Tell students to try to be as honest and 
accurate as possible in making the choices to describe themselves (perceived self). (For example,
not to omit an adjective that describes them well if it happens to be somewhat negative, like
"anxious".) Once they have selected the ten which best describe them, then arrange them 
in order, from the most important/significant aspects, to those which are least significant in 
describing their personality. Get the students to write them down, with the rank order, on a 
piece of paper, then fold it and put it aside. 

Then get them to place all the words together, shuffle them, and then 
go on to part B.

Part B: Now get the students to do the same task again, but this 
time selecting ten terms to describe what they wish they were 
like – that is, their personal ideal (ideal self). (For example, they 
may feel that they are shy, but would like to be extraverted.) 
Tell them not refer to the list from part A in making 
their choices! Once they have selected ten, get 
them to arrange them in rank order, from the 
most important/significant, to those which are 
relatively unimportant in their imagined ideal self. 
As in part A, get them to write them down,
in ranked order, on a piece of paper. 
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Scoring 
Take the two lists from parts A and B, and assign values to the ranks in each list, with the first
term =  10, the second term =9, etc. (the last term will have a value of 1). Now, identify any 
adjectives that do not appear in both lists (appearing in different positions doesn't matter). For
any terms which do not appear in both lists, change the value to zero. For terms which appear 
in both lists, give the value assigned for the term in list A to the term in list B. Then, using the
values you have assigned to the two lists (including the zero terms), apply the following formula: 

(sum of list A + sum of list B)/(1.1) = score 

The score range is from 0 to 100, with 100 representing a perfect match of self and ideal self
(i.e., complete congruence); if half the terms appear in both lists (but with different ranks), the
median score would be approximately 50. In general, the lower the score, the less congruent 
is the relationship between one's perceived self and ideal self. 

You can then get the students to plot their congruence on a line get them to use the circles 
perceived self and ideal self to see how congruent they are.

Get them to draw a line in their notes and on the line place the circle of ideal self and the get
them to place on the perceived self. Then get them to say if they are congruent or not using the
key terms.

Extension
Get the students to evaluate this explanation and this method of identifying congruence. 
Link to client centred therapy which is targeting incongruence and how to increase levels of
congruence.

Congruent = consistency between perceived 
and ideal self (cross over)

Perceived self                                                                

Incongruent = differences between the perceived and ideal
self which Rogers believed could lead to psychological 
problems e.g. eating disorders, depression.

Ideal self                                                                
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ANXIOUS 
Congruence calculator card sort

ATTRACTIVE  
Congruence calculator card sort

CARELESS   
Congruence calculator card sort

DEPRESSED
Congruence calculator card sort

DISHONEST 
Congruence calculator card sort

ENERGETIC
Congruence calculator card sort

FUNNY 
Congruence calculator card sort

HAPPY 
Congruence calculator card sort

EXTROVERTED
Congruence calculator card sort

INTELLIGENT   
Congruence calculator card sort

KIND
Congruence calculator card sort

LAZY 
Congruence calculator card sort

OPTIMISTIC 
Congruence calculator card sort

ORGANIZED 
Congruence calculator card sort
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OUT-GOING      
Congruence calculator card sort

RELAXED 
Congruence calculator card sort

SAD  
Congruence calculator card sort

SERIOUS 
Congruence calculator card sort

SHY 
Congruence calculator card sort

SLOPPY 
Congruence calculator card sort

STRONG
Congruence calculator card sort

UNHELPFUL
Congruence calculator card sort

WEAK 
Congruence calculator card sort

HONEST
Congruence calculator card sort

INTROVERTED
Congruence calculator card sort

GOOD COMPANY
Congruence calculator card sort

Congruence calculator card sort Congruence calculator card sort
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